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Generation of dopamine neuronal-like cells from induced neural 

precursors derived from adult human cells by non-viral                       

expression of lineage factors 

Introduction 

 

Cell reprogramming technology offers exciting prospects for 

studying and treating Parkinson’s disease (PD)[1]. Human foetal 

mesencephalic tissue transplants have provided proof-of-

principle that stem cell therapies hold promise for treating PD[2]. 

Cell reprogramming technology permits autologous or HLA-

matched cell transplants, circumventing the requirement for 

immunosuppression and avoiding ethical issues related to using 

large amounts of foetal tissue. Another important application for 

cell reprogramming is disease modelling. The ability to generate 

patient-specific ventral midbrain dopamine (vmDA) neurons 

permits the investigation of early changes occurring during PD 

pathogenesis, the identification of new drug targets, and provides 

a platform for screening therapeutic compounds.  

 
Reprogramming to an induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) fate is 

a popular method to derive human neurons. As iPSC technology 

was preceded by years of mouse and human embryonic stem cell 

work, existing protocols for deriving neuronal subtypes such as 

vmDA neurons are advanced[3, 4]. Induced pluripotent stem cells 

provide an indefinitely expandable cell source that is not 

restricted   to   a  particular  lineage.    However,   producing   and   
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 Abstract 

 

Reprogramming technology holds great promise for the study and treatment of Parkinson’s disease (PD) as patient-specific ventral midbrain 

dopamine (vmDA) neurons can be generated. This should facilitate the investigation of early changes occurring during PD pathogenesis, 

permitting the identification of new drug targets and providing a platform for drug screening. To date, most studies using reprogramming 

technology to study PD have employed induced pluripotent stem cells. Research into PD using direct reprogramming has been limited due to an 

inability to generate high yields of authentic human vmDA neurons. Nevertheless, direct reprogramming offers a number of advantages, and 

development of this technology is warranted. Previous reports have indicated that induced neural precursors (iNPs) derived from adult human 

fibroblasts by lineage factor-mediated direct reprogramming can give rise to dopamine neurons expressing tyrosine hydroxylase (TH+). Using 

normal adult human fibroblasts, the present study aimed to extend these findings and determine the capacity of iNPs for generating vmDA 

neurons, with the aim of utilising this technology for the future study of PD. While iNPs expressed late vmDA fate markers such as NURR1 

and PITX3, critical early regional markers LMX1A, FOXA2 and EN1 were not expressed. Upon differentiation, iNPs gave rise to dopamine 

neuronal-like cells expressing TUJ1, TH, AADC, DAT, VMAT2 and GIRK2. To induce an authentic A9 phenotype, a series of experiments 

investigated temporal exposure to patterning factors. Exposure to SHH-C24II, purmorphamine, CHIR99021 and/or FGF8b during or after 

reprogramming was insufficient to induce expression of early vmDA regional markers. Addition of LMX1A/FOXA2 to the transfection 

cocktail did not induce a sustained vmDA iNP phenotype. This study reports for the first time that iNPs derived from healthy adult human cells 

by non-viral expression of lineage factors can give rise to dopamine neuronal-like cells. Direct-to-iNP reprogramming could be a suitable 

strategy for modelling PD in vitro using aged donor-derived cells. 

validating iPSC clones is a lengthy process, taking 4 – 6 months to 

generate functional neurons from a starting population of    

fibroblasts[5]. Additionally, by reverting adult cells to an embryonic 

state, markers of age are erased, posing a problem for modelling 

age-related diseases[6]. For use in cell-based therapies, the potential 

presence of residual pluripotent cells in differentiated cultures poses 

a threat of tumour formation.   

 

By contrast, direct-to-neuronal reprogramming technology is at an 

earlier stage of development. This technology is faster and more 

efficient than iPSC reprogramming, generating functional human 

induced neural (iN) cells within 1 – 3 weeks[7, 8]. As cells are not 

rejuvenated, age-related aspects of PD may be more readily studied 

in vitro. While mature iN cells are not suitable for transplantation 

therapy, the possibility of reprogramming in vivo[9, 10] may offer 

advantages to cell-based therapies, such as avoiding an immune 

response, a higher efficiency of neuronal generation, and a lower 

probability of tumour formation. However, for in vitro applications, 

direct-to-neuronal reprogramming generates a limited supply of 

post-mitotic neurons and for studies aiming to examine PD-related 

developmental changes in dopamine neurons, iN cells are not 

suitable. To date, the generation of authentic human vmDA iN cells 

from adult cells has not been described[1].  
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Direct reprogramming to induced neural stem cells/precursors 

(iNSC/iNPs) offers an intermediate strategy, where proliferative cells 

may be obtained in a faster process than iPSC reprogramming, 

generating iNSC/iNPs within 1 – 4 weeks, with additional time 

required for differentiation[5]. The three strategies for direct-to-

iNSC/iNP reprogramming are to use pluripotency factors, lineage 

specific factors and/or chemicals[1]. Direct reprogramming using 

pluripotency factors may not be ‘direct’, but similar to iPSC 

reprogramming, inducing a transient state of pluripotency[11, 12]. 

Chromosomal abnormalities are more frequent in pluripotent factor- 

than lineage factor-reprogrammed iNSC/iNPs, which may increase 

the probability of tumour formation[13]. By using pluripotency factors, 

iNSC/iNPs may be rejuvenated, as observed with iPSC 

reprogramming. The mechanism underlying lineage factor-mediated 

direct-to-iNSC/iNP reprogramming has not been examined in detail, 

and as many different combinations of genes have been reported, 

mechanisms and stages of development may differ between  

protocols[1].  

 

Reprogramming to an iNSC/iNP fate represents a promising strategy 

for generating neuronal lineages from somatic cells. A handful of 

studies have reported the generation of dopamine neurons from adult 

human pluripotent factor-reprogrammed iNSC/iNPs[14-17] (for a full 

review, see[1]). Several studies have reported generating dopamine 

neurons from human foetal or post-natal cells via lineage factor-

mediated reprogramming[18-20], yet only two have generated tyrosine 

hydroxylase (TH+) cells from adult human donors[21, 22]. Further 

examination into the dopaminergic phenotype of TH+ cells generated 

from adult donors via this method has not been reported. Although 

reprogramming is less efficient in aged donor cells than younger 

cells[23], successful modelling of age-related diseases like PD will rely 

on using adult cells as a source for generating dopamine neurons. 

Finally, it is essential to confirm that directly reprogrammed 

dopamine neurons represent an authentic ventral midbrain A9 

phenotype prior to PD modelling. 

 

A method to reprogram adult human fibroblasts to an iNP fate by non-

viral SOX2/PAX6 transfection has been developed in our                       

laboratory[21]. Using non-viral methods of gene introduction reduces 

the chance of insertional mutagenesis which may be important for 

downstream applications. This method gives rise to TH+/NSE+ cells 

from adult human fibroblasts[21]. Based on the potential advantages of 

direct-to-iNSC/iNP reprogramming, the present study aimed to extend 

our previous work and determine the capacity of iNPs for generating 

dopamine neurons from adult human fibroblasts. Healthy donor cells 

were selected for optimising this protocol, with a view to utilising this 

technology for the study of PD in donor-derived cells.  

 

Materials & Methods 

 

Cell culture  

 

Adult human fibroblast cells from healthy donors (n = 3), aged                   

39 – 56 years, were sourced from Cell Applications, Inc.                               

No substantial differences were observed between cell lines 

throughout the study. Plasmid transfections were carried out using 

Lipofectamine LTX, Plus reagent (Invitrogen) and plasmid constructs 

at a ratio 3:1:1 (v/v/w) as per[24]. The plasmids contained cDNAs 

encoding human SOX2, human PAX6, mouse LMX1A and/or mouse 

FOXA2, and were used at 1.6 – 2.5 µg/plasmid/well (6-well format). 

The vectors pLV.PGK.mLmx1a and pLV.PGK.mFoxa2 were a gift 

from Malin Parmar, Lund University (Addgene plasmids #33013 and 

#33014)[25]. Transfection was confirmed by concurrent transfection 

with plasmids expressing fluorescent protein, and/or performing 

immunocytochemistry on cells fixed 1 – 3 days post-transfection.  

 

Three days after transfection, cells were transferred to reprogramming 

medium containing   Neurobasal-A medium (Gibco),   1 mM  valproic 

 

acid (Sigma), 0.3% D-(+)-Glucose (Sigma), 1x Penicillin-

Streptomycin-Glutamine (Gibco), 1x B27 supplement with retinoic 

acid (Gibco), 20 ng/ml EGF (Peprotech), 2 μg/ml Heparin (Sigma), 

with 25 ng/ml midkine (Peprotech) supplemented until day 17 – 21 

post-transfection. Media was supplemented with 20 – 500 ng/ml 

SHH-C24II (R&D Systems), 0.7 – 3 μM CHIR99021 (Stemgent or 

Miltenyi Biotec), 2 μM purmorphamine (Stemgent) and/or 100 ng/ml 

FGF8b (Peprotech), as indicated.  

 

To differentiate iNPs, cells were cultured in basal differentiation 

media containing Neurobasal-A medium (Gibco), 0.3% D-(+)-

Glucose (Sigma), 1x Penicillin-Streptomycin-Glutamine (Gibco), 1x 

B27 supplement without retinoic acid (Gibco) and 1x N2 supplement 

(Gibco). Patterning media was supplemented with 200 ng/ml SHH-

C24II (Peprotech) and 100 ng/ml FGF8b (Peprotech). Maturation 

media was supplemented with 20 ng/ml BDNF (Creative Biomart or 

Peprotech), 20 ng/ml GDNF (Merck Millipore or Peprotech), 1 ng/ml 

TGFβ3 (Peprotech), 500 µM dibutyryl cAMP (Sigma) and 200 µM 

L-ascorbic acid (Sigma). Cells were differentiated for up to one week 

in Patterning media and up to four weeks in Maturation media.  

 

Quantitative real-time PCR 

 

RNA was isolated using the Nucleospin RNA kit (Macherey-Nagel) 

and reverse transcription was conducted using SuperScript III First-

Strand Synthesis (Invitrogen), with an equivalent amount of RNA per 

sample. Three independent duplex qPCR reactions were performed 

for each sample using the TaqMan system (Applied Biosystems) 

with ribosomal 18S rRNA as the internal standard and an equivalent 

of 4 ng mRNA per reaction. Analysis was performed using the 

comparative Ct (ΔΔCt) method[26]. 

 

Immunocytochemistry 

 

The following primary antibodies were used: AADC 

(Millipore/AB1569), ASCL1 (Millipore/AB5696), DAT 

(Abcam/AB5990), FOXA2 (Santa Cruz/SC-6554), FOXG1 

(Abcam/AB18259), GIRK2 (Abcam/AB30738), KI67 

(DAKO/M7240), LMX1A (Millipore/AB10533), NESTIN 

(Abcam/AB22035), NGN2 (R&D Systems/MAB3314), NURR1 

(Santa Cruz/SC-990), SOX1 (Millipore/AB15766), SOX2 (R&D 

Systems/MAB2018), TH (Millipore/MAB5280), TH 

(Millipore/AB152), TUJ1 (Biolegend/801202), VMAT2 

(Millipore/AB1598P). Fluorescent imaging was performed on a 

Nikon Eclipse TE2000U microscope with an Optronics Microfire 

camera or Photometrics Evolve EMCCD camera. Phase contrast 

images were taken on the Nikon Eclipse TS100 microscope with a 

Nikon Digital Sight DS-U1 camera. For cell quantification 

experiments, the investigator was blinded to the condition during 

image acquisition and counting. 

 

Results 

 

SOX2/PAX6-iNPs show temporal changes in the expression of genes 

related to vmDA development 

 

To give rise to dopamine neurons, it was reasoned that iNPs would 

need to express genes implicated in the development of vmDA 

neurons in vivo. To investigate this, a time course experiment 

examining the expression of a range of neural stem, progenitor and 

regional markers was performed during SOX2/PAX6-reprogramming, 

focussing on genes involved in vmDA development                                       

(Figure 1A; Study One). Over the course of reprogramming, and 

particularly after the first passage (day 31), cells transitioned from 

extended, polarised fibroblast morphologies to epithelial-like 

morphologies, with regular dimensions and cells growing in discrete 

patches (Figure 1B). In addition, floating and semi-adherent clusters 

of cells reminiscent of neurospheres were observed.  
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Figure 1: Characterisation of SOX2/PAX6-iNPs. (A) Schematic detailing experimental outline for Studies One and Two. Weekly passaging was commenced at day 31 (Study One) 

or day 17 (Study Two) post-transfection. (B) – (C) Phase contrast images of fibroblasts (Fib) reprogramming into iNPs over time. Scale bar: 100 µm. (D) – (E) Heat map 

depicting gene expression in iNPs over time as fold changes relative to fibroblasts. ND: not detected. (F) Expression of neural progenitor and regional markers in p4 

SOX2/PAX6-iNPs. Arrowheads indicate some cells with positive staining. Scale bar: 50 µm. 
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Gene expression analysis (Figure 1D) found that SOX2 and PAX6 

expression subsided over time, but remained elevated relative to 

fibroblasts. The fibroblast marker SNAI1 was downregulated while 

the neural marker NCAM1 was upregulated relative to fibroblasts. 

GLI1, GLI3 and LEF1, which are downstream targets and effectors of 

SHH and WNT signalling, were upregulated later during 

reprogramming. Importantly, the early vmDA regional markers EN1, 

FOXA2 and LMX1A were not upregulated by reprogramming, while 

the late vmDA marker NURR1 was downregulated and PITX3 was 

upregulated relative to fibroblasts.  

 

In Study One, the expression of a number of genes was upregulated 

late during reprogramming after the commencement of weekly 

passaging. Study Two sought to determine if weekly passaging could 

be commenced earlier to reduce the duration of reprogramming 

(Figure 1A). Changes in cell morphologies were observed earlier 

(Figure 1C), and similar patterns of gene expression were seen at 

earlier time points (Figure IE).  

 

Protein expression of neural precursor and regional markers in 

SOX2/PAX6-iNPs was examined (Figure 1F). Widespread expression 

of the anterior marker FOXG1 was found, with heterogeneous 

expression of SOX1, NESTIN, NURR1, KI67 and ASCL1. The 

vmDA progenitor markers LMX1A and FOXA2 were not observed.  

 

SOX2/PAX6-iNPs show minimal response to timed exposure to 

patterning molecules 

 

Studies One and Two found that SOX2/PAX6-iNPs upregulated GLI1 

and LEF1 towards the end of reprogramming. These genes are 

involved in SHH and WNT signal transduction, and indicate that 

SOX2/PAX6-iNPs may respond to patterning molecules. To 

determine if SOX2/PAX6-iNPs would differentiate into dopamine 

neurons in response to commonly used patterning and maturation 

cues, cells were differentiated by applying BDNF, GDNF, TGFβ3, 

dcAMP and ascorbic acid, as a maturation medium, with or without a 

preceding period of patterning by SHH-C24II (SHH) and FGF8b 

(Figure 2A). A population of differentiated cells co-expressed TUJ1 

with TH or AADC, and TH+ cells also expressed AADC, GIRK2, 

VMAT2 and DAT (Figure 2B). Quantification revealed that the 

addition of SHH/FGF8 had no effect on the yields of TUJ1+, 

TH+/TUJ1+ or AADC+/TUJ1+ cells (Figure 2C). Overall the yields 

of TUJ1+ cells co-expressing TH or AADC were low (≤ 2.1% of all 

cells), however the proportion of TUJ1+ cells that co-expressed TH 

or AADC was at least 24.9% (Figure 2D).  

 

Pluripotent stem cell studies have indicated that early exposure to 

potent SHH and WNT signalling is critical to pattern differentiating 

neural progenitors towards an authentic vmDA fate[3, 4, 27, 28]. 

Established SOX2/PAX6-iNPs may be too mature to respond to 

SHH/FGF8 patterning. We, therefore, investigated if exposure to 

SHH, or the Smoothened agonist purmorphamine (PUR), with WNT 

signalling by the GSK3β inhibitor CHIR99021 (CHIR) during 

reprogramming could induce expression of vmDA markers in iNPs 

(Figure 3A). Cells were exposed to these patterning conditions from 

the first passage onwards (Study Four), for the full duration of 

reprogramming (Study Five), or until the start of weekly passaging 

(Study Six). At p3, cells exposed to SHH/CHIR or PUR/CHIR for the 

last phase or the full duration of reprogramming showed upregulated 

GLI1 relative to unpatterned control iNPs (Figure 3B). Late 

patterning induced downregulation of NURR1 and PITX3, whereas 

patterning for the full duration of reprogramming upregulated both 

NURR1 and PITX3 (Figure 3B). Nevertheless, FOXA2, LMX1A and 

EN1 were unchanged by exposure to patterning molecules during 

reprogramming (Figure 3B). Importantly, exposure to patterning 

molecules  for  the  full  duration  of  reprogramming  caused  cellular  

  

 

toxicity, and this precluded further examination of the differentiation 

capacity of these cells. It was reasoned that early, restricted exposure 

to patterning factors might be sufficient to induce similar changes in 

vmDA gene expression without causing cellular toxicity (Study Six). 

However, few sustained changes in gene expression were observed 

when cells were exposed to SHH/CHIR or PUR/CHIR for the first 

period of reprogramming only. Differentiation of cells in Study Six 

found that PUR/CHIR-patterned iNPs died upon exposure to 

maturation medium (Figure 3C), while SHH/CHIR-patterning had 

no effect on TUJ1+ or TH+ cell yields (not shown).   

 

SOX2 alone produces iNPs under standard reprogramming 

conditions  

 

PAX6 is an anterior neuroectodermal marker that is not expressed in 

the ventral mesencephalon, the region where vmDA neurons                    

arise[29,30]. Several studies have demonstrated that to pattern 

differentiating pluripotent stem cells to a floor plate fate, PAX6 

induction must be avoided by early potent ventralisation[28, 31]. 

SOX2-iNPs have been generated from rodent and human foetal cells 

when   combined   with   a   feeder   layer   or   a   cocktail  of  small  

 

Figure 2: Determining the dopaminergic differentiation capacity of SOX2/PAX6-iNPs.                          

(A) Schematic detailing experimental outline for Study Three. (B) Expression of 

dopaminergic markers in cultures differentiated with Patterning and Maturation media. 

Arrowheads indicate cells with positive staining. Scale bar: 50 µm. (C) Quantification of 

TUJ1+, TUJ1+/TH+ and TUJ1+/AADC+ cells in differentiated iNP cultures. Data are 

presented as mean ± SEM, n = 16 - 32 fields of view from two independent cell lines 

(number of cells counted per condition ≥ 2519). Unpaired t-tests revealed no effect of 

SHH/FGF8 patterning on yields of TUJ1+, TH+/TUJ1+ or AADC+/TUJ1+ cells. (D) 

Quantification of TH+ and AADC+ cells out of TUJ1 in differentiated iNP cultures. 

Data are presented as mean ± SEM, n = 16 fields of view from two independent cell lines 

(number of cells counted per condition ≥ 2519). Unpaired t-tests revealed no effect of 

SHH/FGF8 patterning on yields of TH+ or AADC+ cells. 
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molecules[32, 33]. To determine if SOX2 alone could induce an iNP fate 

in adult fibroblasts under our direct reprogramming conditions, Study 

Seven investigated reprogramming fibroblasts by SOX2 transfection 

with standard culture conditions (Figure 4A). Similar changes in 

cellular morphologies during reprogramming were observed in SOX2-

iNPs as in SOX2/PAX6-iNPs (Figure 4B). Gene expression analysis 

revealed similar profiles between SOX2/PAX6-iNPs and SOX2-iNPs 

(Figure 4C). At the protein level, SOX2-iNPs expressed SOX1, 

NESTIN, NGN2 and NURR1, but as observed in SOX2/PAX6-iNPs, 

there was no expression of either LMX1A or FOXA2 (Figure 4D).   

 

SOX2-iNPs show minimal response to early exposure to SHH/CHIR 
 

As SOX2-iNPs could be generated without PAX6 transfection, it was 

of interest to determine if these cells would respond to patterning 

cues. The concentration of 0.7 µM CHIR used to pattern 

differentiating pluripotent stem cells to a midbrain fate as described 

in a previous study[4] may require optimisation for this system, due to 

potentially varying degrees of endogenous WNT signalling[34]. To 

determine if SOX2-iNPs could respond to SHH/CHIR-patterning, 

cells were exposed to early SHH in conjunction with CHIR at 0.7, 1.5 

or 3 µM for the first period of reprogramming (Figure 5A). Patterning 

SOX2/PAX6-iNPs at this point did not induce lasting changes in 

vmDA gene expression in Study Six, however the responsiveness of 

SOX2-iNPs to patterning cues may be altered in the absence of PAX6 

expression. Additionally, pluripotent stem cell studies indicate that 

early patterning is essential[3, 4, 28, 31], and prolonged exposure to 

patterning molecules induced toxicity in Study Five. Transcriptional 

analysis found few changes in gene expression compared to 

unpatterned SOX2-iNPs, three weeks after withdrawal of patterning 

factors (Figure 5B). GLI1 and LEF1 were upregulated by higher 

concentrations of CHIR (1.5 or 3 µM). However no changes in 

vmDA gene expression or differentiation capacity was observed as a 

result of early SHH/CHIR-patterning (Figure 5B, C).  

 

Addition of LMX1A and FOXA2 has little effect on vmDA identity in 

iNPs 

 

As media components were not sufficient to induce early vmDA 

genes in iNPs, we investigated whether the addition of LMX1A and 

FOXA2 was able to promote a vmDA phenotype. Fibroblasts were 

transfected with SOX2, SOX2/PAX6, SOX2/LMX1A or 

SOX2/LMX1A/FOXA2 and cultured under standard reprogramming 

conditions (Figure 6A). While expression of the transgenes was 

observed following transfection by immunocytochemistry (Figure 

6B) and qPCR (not shown), at p3 iNPs did not show endogenous 

expression of either LMX1A or FOXA2 (Figure 6C). Furthermore, 

upon differentiation, there was no change in the yields of TUJ1+ or 

TH+/TUJ1+ cells compared to SOX2/PAX6- or SOX2-iNPs      

(Figure 6D).  
 

  

Figure 3: Investigating the effect of exposure to patterning molecules during 

SOX2/PAX6-mediated reprogramming. (A) Schematic detailing experimental outline for 

Studies Four – Six. SHH: 200 ng/ml SHH-C24II, PUR: 2 µM purmorphamine, CHIR: 

0.7 µM CHIR99021. (B) Heat map depicting gene expression in iNPs at p3 as fold 

changes relative to control SOX2/PAX6-iNPs cultured under standard reprogramming 

conditions. (C) Phase contrast images of differentiated iNP cultures from Study Six after 

one week in Patterning media and one week in Maturation media .Scale bar: 50 µm. 

 

Figure 4: Characterisation of SOX2-iNPs. (A) Schematic detailing experimental outline 

for Study Seven. Weekly passaging was commenced at day 17 post-transfection. (B) 

Phase contrast images of SOX2-iNPs over the course of reprogramming. Scale bar: 100 

µm. (C) Heat map depicting gene expression in SOX2/PAX6- and SOX2-iNPs at p1 and 

p3 as fold changes relative to fibroblasts. (D) Expression of neural progenitor and 

regional markers in p4 SOX2-iNPs. Arrowheads indicate some cells with positive 

staining. Scale bar: 50 µm. 
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Previous studies have indicated that for exogenous LMX1A to exert its 

effect, SHH exposure is required[35, 36]. Therefore fibroblasts were 

transfected with SOX2/LMX1A or SOX2/LMX1A/FOXA2 and 

reprogrammed with early SHH/CHIR patterning, after which point 

CHIR was withdrawn and SHH concentration was dropped to 20 

ng/ml (Figure 7A). The literature is mixed as to the requirement for 

FGF8 exposure to induce a vmDA fate[3, 4, 27, 37-39], however, it was 

reasoned that it was unlikely to be detrimental to the acquisition of a 

vmDA fate, so FGF8 was added for the full duration of 

reprogramming. Under these patterning conditions, we still did not 

observe the induction of endogenous LMX1A or FOXA2, and the 

expression of other vmDA genes such as EN1, NURR1 and PITX3 

was unchanged relative to unpatterned iNPs (Figure 7B). Upon 

differentiation, SHH/CHIR/FGF8-patterned iNPs gave rise to higher 

yields of TUJ1+ cells than unpatterned iNPs (Figure 7C). The yields 

of AADC+/TUJ1+ cells were modestly increased in SOX2/LMX1A-

iNPs by SHH/CHIR/FGF8-patterning, however, this was not 

observed in SOX2/LMX1A/FOXA2-iNPs, nor was a difference 

observed in TH+/TUJ1+ cell yields (Figure 7C).  

 

Finally, to determine if the increased TUJ1+ and AADC+/TUJ1+ cell 

yields were the result of FGF8 or the result of combining LMX1A 

with patterning conditions, cells were reprogrammed with 

SOX2/LMX1A and cultured under the same patterning conditions with 

or without FGF8 (Figure 8A). Additionally, to  determine  if  stronger 
 

ventralisation could induce a vmDA fate, these conditions were 

examined with a high SHH concentration (high; 500 ng/ml) or the 

standard concentration (med; 200 ng/ml). Gene expression analysis 

showed no upregulation of endogenous vmDA markers in 

SOX2/LMX1A-iNPs (Figure 8B). Upon differentiation, both 

conditions cultured with FGF8 showed significantly increased yields 

of TUJ1+ cells compared to cells cultured in control reprogramming 

medium, or patterning media without FGF8, regardless of the 

concentration of SHH (Figure 8C). There was no significant effect of 

patterning on TH+/TUJ1+ and AADC+/TUJ1+ cell yields. 

 

Discussion 

 

This study aimed to generate vmDA neurons from adult human cells 

using lineage factor-mediated direct-to-iNP reprogramming. The 

expression of a range of vmDA markers was examined in 

SOX2/PAX6-iNPs, and it was found that iNPs expressed PITX3 and 

NURR1. Additionally, iNPs could be differentiated into neuronal-

like cells that expressed a range of dopaminergic markers, including 

TH, AADC, DAT, VMAT2 and GIRK2. This is the first report to 

describe the potential for adult human somatic cells to be converted 

into dopamine neurons via non-viral lineage factor-mediated direct-

to-iNSC/iNP reprogramming. Previous studies have reported the 

generation of TH+ cells from adult human cells without further 

characterisation of a vmDA identity[21, 22].  

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Investigating the effect of exposure to patterning molecules during SOX2-

mediated reprogramming. (A) Schematic detailing experimental outline for Study Eight. 

(B) Heat map depicting gene expression in iNPs as fold changes relative to control 

SOX2-iNPs cultured under standard reprogramming conditions. (C) Quantification of 

TUJ1+ and TUJ1+/TH+ cells in differentiated iNP cultures. Data are presented as 

mean ± SEM, n = 8 fields of view from one cell line (number of cells counted per 

condition ≥ 819). An ordinary one-way ANOVA revealed no effect of SHH/CHIR 

patterning on yields of TUJ1+ or TH+/TUJ1+ cells. 

 

Figure 6: Investigating the effect of adding vmDA transgenes during reprogramming.                      

(A) Schematic detailing experimental outline for Study Nine. Cells were cultured in 

standard reprogramming medium. (B) Immunocytochemistry at three days post-

transfection confirms transfection of plasmids. Scale bar: 50 µm. (C) Heat map 

depicting gene expression in iNPs as fold changes relative to fibroblasts. (D) 

Quantification of TUJ1+ and TUJ1+/TH+ cells in differentiated iNP cultures. Data 

are presented as mean ± SEM, n = 6 – 13 fields of view from one cell line (number of 

cells counted per condition ≥ 738). An ordinary one-way ANOVA revealed no effect of 

the transfection factor combination on yields of TUJ1+ or TH+/TUJ1+ cells. 
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Figure 7: Investigating the effect of combining vmDA transgenes with patterning 

molecules during reprogramming.(A) Schematic detailing experimental outline for Study 

Ten. Standard SHH concentration was 200 ng/ml, low SHH was 20 ng/ml. (B) Heat map 

depicting gene expression in iNPs as fold changes relative to iNPs generated with the 

same transgene combinations but reprogrammed in the absence of patterning cues. (C) 

Quantification of TUJ1+, TUJ1+/TH+ and TUJ1+/AADC+ cells in differentiated iNP 

cultures. Data are presented as mean ± SEM, n = 6 – 13 fields of view from one cell line 

(number of cells counted per condition ≥ 1559). Unpaired t-tests were performed to 

compare the effect of patterning with SHH/CHIR/FGF8 on differentiation yields.  

 

 

Figure 8: Investigating the effect of FGF8 and SHH concentration during 

SOX2/LMX1A-mediated reprogramming. (A) Schematic detailing experimental outline 

for Study Eleven. High SHH concentration was 500 ng/ml, med SHH was 200 ng/ml, low 

SHH was 20 ng/ml. (B) Heat map depicting gene expression in iNPs at p3 as fold 

changes relative to SOX2/LMX1A-iNPs reprogrammed standard reprogramming 

medium. (C) Quantification of TUJ1+, TUJ1+/TH+ and TUJ1+/AADC+ cells in 

differentiated iNP cultures. Data are presented as mean ± SEM, n = 16 – 33 fields of 

view from one cell line (number of cells counted per condition ≥ 3066). An ordinary one 

way ANOVA was performed for each stain, with Tukey’s multiple comparison test. 

Comparisons are as follows: to control iNPs (*), to med SHH/CHIR-patterned iNPs (#) 

or to high SHH/CHIR-patterned iNPs ($).  

 

 

Dopamine neurons from human induced neural precursors 

As authentic A9 dopamine neurons are required for downstream 

applications, further optimisation of the generation of vmDA neurons 

was examined in healthy cells (Figure 9). While expression of many 

late vmDA markers was observed (NURR1, PITX3, TH, AADC, 

DAT, VMAT2 and GIRK2), the acquisition of a correct vmDA 

identity would be expected to be accompanied by the presence of 

early, sustained regional markers such as FOXA2, LMX1A/B, EN1 

and CORIN, as well as enhanced dopaminergic differentiation. 

Exposure to patterning molecules is important for differentiating 

neural stem/precursor cells to adopt desired regional fates. 

SHH/FGF8 exposure to established SOX2/PAX6-iNPs did not 

enhance dopaminergic differentiation, and exposure to patterning 

molecules during reprogramming was insufficient to induce a true 

vmDA iNP fate. As PAX6 is detrimental to the generation of an 

authentic vmDA identity, PAX6 was removed, and iNPs comparable 

to SOX2/PAX6-iNPs were generated from SOX2-transfected cells, 

consistent with previous studies[32, 33]. Nonetheless, exposure of 

patterning molecules to SOX2-iNPs still did not induce a true vmDA 

fate.  Over expression  of  genes  involved  in  the  specification  of  a  
 

vmDA fate has been widely used in stem cell and fate conversion 

studies. However, the addition of exogenous LMX1A/FOXA2 with or 

without patterning molecules did not induce a vmDA fate in iNPs. 

Exposure to FGF8b for the full duration of reprogramming increased 

the yield of TUJ1+ cells following differentiation, however, this 

effect was not specific for dopaminergic neurons. Overall, while 

these strategies did not induce an authentic vmDA fate in iNPs 

derived from adult human cells, these results are consistent with 

other lineage factor-mediated direct reprogramming studies[18, 38, 40, 

41].  
 

Using pluripotent factor-mediated reprogramming, rodent vmDA 

iNPs have been generated by adding CHIR99021, SHH, FGF8 and 

JI1 during reprogramming[42]. Another pluripotent factor-mediated 

reprogramming study derived vmDA iNSCs from adult human 

fibroblasts by exposure to a low concentration of SHH and                    

FGF8[17], however the requirement for SHH/FGF8 was not 

examined. The success of this strategy probably lies  in the  fact  that  
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Figure 9: Schematic overview of the experimental processes trialled to optimise the generation of vmDA neurons from human iNPs. Transfection of adult human fibroblasts with SOX2 

and PAX6 followed by culture in reprogramming medium generates iNP cells that express SOX1, NESTIN, FOXG1, ASCL1 and NURR1, and can be differentiated into dopamine-like 

neurons positive for TH, AADC, VMAT2, GIRK2 and DAT. In order to enhance the yield and induce an authentic vmDA identity of these cells, a range of neural and dopaminergic 

lineage transgenes were trialled coupled with exposure to the patterning factors SHH-C24II, purmorphamine, CHIR99021 and/or FGF8 during reprogramming. The effect of exposure to 

the patterning factors SHH-C24II and FGF8 during the early stage of differentiation to promote a vmDA fate was also investigated.  

AA = ascorbic acid. 
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the iNSCs were at a very primitive stage of development. LIF-

dependent neural stem cells have been reported to express 

mesencephalic genes[43], however, iNSCs showed pluripotent 

characteristics and could be converted into iPSCs[17]. The reliance on 

pluripotency factors for reprogramming raises the question as to 

whether these cells are directly reprogrammed without passing 

through a pluripotent stage [11, 12]. If iNSCs transition through a state 

of pluripotency, then they do not reflect true direct reprogramming, 

and may be more akin to pluripotent stem cells.  

 

Amongst the lineage factor-mediated direct-to-iNSC/iNP 

reprogramming studies, the precise requirements for patterning 

factors have not been thoroughly examined. Correlating with the 

findings in Study Three, a mouse iNP study reported that established 

iNPs did not respond to SHH/FGF8, however, addition of these 

molecules to the reprogramming media was not examined, and 

overexpression of FOXA2 with or without LMX1A was required to 

induce vmDA genes[40]. Another rodent iNP study found that when 

lineage factor-reprogrammed iNPs were treated with FGF8 during 

reprogramming, very low numbers of TH+/TUJ1+ cells were 

generated, and NURR1/FOXA2 overexpression was required to 

improve TH yields and induce vmDA markers[38, 41]. Due to the 

differences in rodent and human development, methods for fate 

specification in rodent cells may not be directly applicable to human 

cells. 
 

Only one other study has attempted to generate vmDA iNPs by 

lineage factor-mediated reprogramming in human cells[18]. This group 

took a similar approach to the present study, adding CHIR99021 and 

purmorphamine   to   the  reprogramming   medium  during  non-viral 

SOX2-mediated reprogramming of human post-natal                   

fibroblasts[18, 33]. The requirement of these small molecules was not 

reported, only the effect of a cocktail of small molecules[33] or the 

effect of the addition of LMX1A[18]. Furthermore, the authenticity of 

the vmDA fate of iNPs generated by this method is unclear; while 

iNPs expressed SOX2, LMX1A and FOXA2, PAX6 was also 

expressed, suggesting that iNPs do not represent authentic vmDA 

progenitors[18]. Additionally, the long-term maintenance of a vmDA 

iNP fate in the absence of exogenous LMX1A was not shown, and 

the yields of TH+ neurons were not reported[18].  

 

Currently, the derivation of authentic vmDA iNPs from adult human 

cells via lineage factor-mediated direct reprogramming remains 

elusive. In the present study, the addition of LMX1A/FOXA2 to the 

reprogramming cocktail, with or without exposure to patterning 

factors, did not induce a vmDA progenitor fate. The transient nature 

of plasmid transfection may mean that transgenes are not expressed 

for sufficient time to initiate endogenous vmDA-related gene 

expression programs, or that any changes induced by 

LMX1A/FOXA2 are not sustained in the long-term. While the use of 

transiently expressed, non-integrating vectors presents advantages 

for clinical translation, this strategy may be insufficient for 

generating vmDA progenitors from adult human fibroblasts, which 

are more difficult to reprogram than younger cells[23]. Future work 

could investigate the use of alternative gene expression systems, 

such as lentiviruses, stabilised RNA or Sendai viruses. Sustained, 

widespread transgene expression combined with patterning 

molecules may be effective at inducing a vmDA progenitor fate in 

directly reprogrammed adult human iNPs. Recent chemical 

reprogramming studies suggest that reprogramming efficiency could   
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be improved by targeting certain pathways, such as the SHH, FGF2 

pathways; inhibition of cellular senescence, autophagy, Rho/ROCK, 

TGFβ and GSK3β signalling pathways; the use of additional 

epigenetic modifiers; and hypoxia and/or antioxidant use[44-48]. 

 

The present study drew from patterning strategies employed in 

pluripotent stem cells to reprogram to a vmDA iNP fate. However, 

direct reprogramming, especially in adult cells, may require more 

powerful cues to induce desired fates. vmDA progenitors arise early 

in development, prior to the formation of the neuroectoderm.  Future 

studies should, therefore, specifically aim to generate midbrain floor 

plate progenitors, rather than attempt to adapt methods for generating 

neuroepithelial-like precursors. This might be achieved through the 

use of potent SHH signalling and/or sustained GLI1 or FOXA2 

overexpression[49], along with WNT1 signalling and/or LMX1A 

overexpression. However, signalling through these pathways was 

examined in the present study and found to be insufficient. Additional 

chemical components may be required to not only improve 

reprogramming efficiency, but also to induce the correct regional fate. 

Default anterior neuroectoderm specification might be targeted by 

blocking DKK1 expression[31]. Signalling through the p38 MAPK and 

JAK2/STAT3 pathways has recently been implicated in floor plate 

specification from human pluripotent stem cells[50].  

 

Conclusion 

 

Direct-to-iNSC/iNP reprogramming is a relatively new technology 

that offers a number of potential advantages over iPSCs and iN cells 

for the study and treatment of PD. This study has demonstrated for the 

first time that healthy adult human fibroblasts can be reprogrammed 

by non-viral lineage factor-mediated reprogramming into iNPs, 

capable of giving rise to dopamine neuronal-like cells. However, the 

expression of early vmDA regional markers was not seen in iNPs. 

Exposure to patterning molecules and/or vmDA transgenes was 

insufficient to induce an authentic vmDA fate in iNPs. Nevertheless, 

this study indicates that direct-to-iNSC/iNP reprogramming by 

lineage factors may be suitable for modelling PD in vitro using aged 

donor-derived cells. Future studies may improve the vmDA fate of 

derived cells by optimising gene expression systems and investigating 

the effect of chemical agents on reprogramming. 
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